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Answer/Indicative content
Spooling
Processor is not waiting for the printer to respond
Can deal with other jobs/tasks
Avoids speed mismatch
To allow programs that are too large to fit into
RAM…
…to still be able to run
Uses a part of the backing store…
…as temporary memory
Holds part of the program not currently in use
Uses paging/segmentation
Pages/Segments swapped between main memory
and backing store
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Utility programs
 Programs that help with the efficient
running of the OS…
 …not part of the OS
Device drivers
 Protocols/software…
 …that enable parts of the machine to
communicate/communicate with other
devices
User Interface
 Allows the user to interact with the
hardware/applications
 So that the computer can do something
useful
File Allocation Table
 Stores file names, file sizes, access rights,
free space
 Is used by the OS when accessing
files/pointers to the start of files
 Is updated by the OS when files are
written/updated/deleted
Allow one example only for each explanation
advantage: Most urgent jobs/tasks get done first
disadvantage: low priority jobs/tasks may not get
completed/ may take a long time to be completed
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1 per named component, max 2 description bullets per
component, max 6 total
Not interact with O/S
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Mark band 6-8. High level response.
Candidate has given a comprehensive response
stating most of the bullets for both points, made good
comparisons between the two and has used
appropriate technical language throughout their
answer. There are few, if any, spelling or grammatical
errors.
Mark band 3-5. Medium level response.
Candidate has given an adequate response stating
some of the bullets for both points and made some
comparisons between the two or has explained one
comprehensively. The candidate has used some
appropriate technical language in their answer. There
may be a few spelling or grammatical errors.
Mark band 0-2. Low level response.
Candidate has given an adequate response stating
some of the bullets for one or both points. The
candidate may have used some appropriate technical
language in their answer. There are some spelling or
grammatical errors.
 some statement about the fact that the interpreter
will be used for testing/ compiler for finished
product
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Relevant points to be made:Compiler











Creates an executable file
Debugging is more difficult
Can produce spurious errors
Reports errors all at once
Can produce intermediate code
Easier to protect Copyright of program
Uses more memory
Can use Dynamic link libraries
Whole program needs to be loaded into memory
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Interprets one line at a time
Finds an error and stops straight away
Useful for designing/ testing a program
Uses less memory
Source code only needs to be loaded into memory
one line at a time
Uses a virtual machine
Interpreter has to be in memory at the same time
as the code
Creates tokens
A token is a sequence of characters/bits
Creates a symbol/lookup table
The symbol table holds details of variables (and
subroutines)
Symbol table includes details such as variable
name/datatype/scope
Lexical analysis passed onto syntax analysis
Unnecessary characters such as spaces or
comments are removed
May report errors
Errors reported as a list
The program will be parsed once to generate the
code
Optimisation begins as a second parse is made
Looking for areas where code can be shortened
e.g. x = 10 y = x could be shortened to y = 10

Allow ‘Tokens are normally 16 bit’
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4 a (i)

Receives address from the Program Counter (PC)
MAR used to point to an address in memory where
data is to be fetched from
 MDR used to fetch/hold data from the address
pointed to by the MAR
If writing to a memory address
 MAR is passed an address by the CIR
 Data from Acc is passed to MDR… //Acts as a
gateway
 …which places the data at the address pointed to
by the MAR
Similarities:

Both should speed up processing

Both have multiple ALU’s

Both are difficult to program//Complex
operating system
Differences
 Array has a single Control Unit
 Parallel has multiple Control Units
 Parallel can process different tasks
simultaneously, whereas Array can effectively only
process the same task simultaneously (SIMD)
 Allow examples of either if relevant
Advantages:
 Faster when handling large sets of data with the
same instruction
 Not limited by the bus transfer rate
Disadvantages:
 More difficult to program
 No benefit for processes that only require a single
piece of data
 011011
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100011
-8
0.011
Move decimal point 0.11
Exponent -1 = 111
01100111 Answer
01101 reverse numbers and add 1
Exponent is 1
-1.101
-1.625 / -1 5/8
Check if print queue is empty
If so report error and stop
Else get item from Front pointer
Increment pointer
Data files must be the same data type
Each item needs to be checked (on both files)
Duplicate/repeated items are allowed/disallowed
If one file is empty then the rest of the other file is
appended
 Files are checked to see if they are empty before
starting
 If records have multiple fields, file must have a
common key
Procedural Object
Declarative
oriented

Has facts
Uses inheritance
States how a
problem is solved
Uses rules
One line at a time
in order
Uses methods
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Allow for different methods of working out

Must be front pointer, just pointer TV

1 per bullet, max 3

Allow either Procedural or Object oriented for ‘One line at a
time in order’
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Building
FloorArea
Get
FloorArea

Domestic

Commercial

Bedrooms
Set
Bedrooms

Factory

House

Bungalow

6b

6








Sub-classes of Commercial and Domestic
Sub-classes of House and Bungalow under
Domestic and Factory under Commercial
Attribute FloorArea in Buildings
Attribute Bedrooms in Domestic
Methods both in the correct place
Arrows pointing from sub-class to super-class
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Activity
A = Decision
C = Input/Output
D = End
Line covering more than one activity
Stack is LIFO
Function is pushed onto the stack
When finished, function is popped off the stack
Answer can be in a diagram or written
Can be passed by value or by reference
Used to pass data into/ out of procedures/functions
False
True
False
False
<number> ::= <digit> | <number><digit>
<code2> ::= <lowercase><number>
correct use of ::=
Correct use of <> |
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Allow any reasonable name for new rules.
<number><digit> in the example can be either way round
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Tree diagram is good for showing working
+
*
/
b
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Mark for showing working (any method)
One mark for full answer
o bc/a*d+ a*bc/d+
o Alternate answer is dabc/*+
bc/ alternate dacb
a* d+ alternate /*+
direct
indirect
immediate
indexed
relative
symbolic
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Accept other methods for working
bc can be either way round in both alternatives

3

1 per bullet, max 3
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direct
 refers to an (absolute) memory location
 fast method of access
indirect
 address is at an address that holds the location
 of the actual address
immediate
 fastest method of addressing
 actual value is the one required
 no need to access memory
indexed
 index adds an offset
 to the base address
 increments each time
relative
 a fixed offset is added
 to the current value in the program counter
symbolic
 The use of characters
 to represent the address of a store location

4

Mnemonic
 SUB is the mnemonic
 A memorable name/easy to remember
 given to a specific instruction
Opcode
 A single instruction
 Specific to the machine architecture
 indicates what to do
Operand
 42 is the operand
 The data that is operated on
 by the Opcode
 Holds data/address to be used
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1 per bullet, max 2 per mode, max 4 total

1 per bullet, max 2 per term, max 6 total
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BookId
LibraryId
LibraryId
Book table
Data Description/Definition Language
Data Manipulation Language
Names of tables
Names of attributes/fields
Data types of fields
Descriptions of fields
Number of rows
Relationships between tables
Access rights
Usage statistics
Validation rules
Field length
Primary/Foreign keys
Indexes
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